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Stone by BURLINGTON

“limited only by the
designer’s imagination”

Elterwater
a pale green stone

Broughton Moor
For over three hundred

a mid green stone

years we have quarried our

Bursting Stone

natural stone from the heart

an olive green stone

of the English Lake District:

Brandy Crag

architects and designers

a silver grey stone

around the world have long

Kirkby

taken advantage of its

a blue grey stone

beauty, durability and

Caulfield limestone

adaptability to create classic
details and finishes.

a buff stone with light coffee mottling

Lord limestone
an oatmeal stone with dark cream markings

This brochure describes the
use of Burlington stone as

With the exception of Kirkby, which is an even colour throughout,

flooring and paving to

the natural character of the stones is emphasised by contrasting

achieve a natural finish

veins which run through them and ensure each piece is unique.

which will last a building’s

When used together the stones compliment each other and
introduce subtle contrast into the flooring design.

lifetime.
The appearance of the stone is enhanced by the chosen surface
finish, which may be:
Cover:

Water jet:

a non-slip matt finish;

Honed:

a smooth finish with a slight sheen;

Sanded:

a semi-smooth, regular finish;

Riven/cleft:

a traditional finish of great character;

Gritblasted:

a finish similar to water jet in texture,

Temple Quay House, Bristol, UK

Architect: Stride Treglown, Bristol
Product:
Honed and flamed
Broughton Moor

but lighter in colour.

Flamed:

a regular textured finish;

Textured:

a pitted or grooved finish.

We are continually developing our range of finishes and will be
happy to discuss how to achieve any specialised effects you may
require. Sample cards showing all materials and finishes can be
supplied: please check with Burlington to ensure the availability of a
finish on a particular stone before specifying.
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Flooring by BURLINGTON
The richness and character of natural stone impart

When correctly detailed and installed, Burlington

durability and prestige to any building. With its great

stone flooring has a service life in excess of one

strength and beauty, Burlington natural stone offers

hundred years. The performance characteristics of

unique advantages. They are:

the materials have been determined by extensive

• of excellent appearance;

testing and are given on individual Product data
sheets available from Burlington.

• hard, dense and very durable;
• impervious to water;
• resistant to frost, acid rain, salt attack and
pollution, cycles of wetting and drying, and
extremes of temperature;

• colour-fast - will not fade on exposure to
UV light;

• compatible with all other building materials;
• resistant to the growth of mosses, lichens, algae
or fungi;

• non-combustible;
Top:

• self-cleansing - very little maintenance required.

Architect: Euro RSCG-Trindade
Product:
Honed Brandy Crag
Bottom:

Burlington stone for flooring is available in both
metric and imperial stock sizes (see table on

Office building, Rue Ibry, Paris, France

The Ruskin Museum, Coniston, UK

Architect: gill-dockray-architects
Product:
Honed Elterwater with interlacing
copper inlay

page 6 for details).
Rectangular flooring units can be manufactured to
order; maximum dimensions are 2000mm (78") long
x 1000mm (39") wide x 32mm (1.25") thick.
However, for volume production our preferred
maximum dimensions are 1000mm long (39") x
400mm (16") wide x 12mm - 50mm (0.5" - 2") thick.
Individual projects may require units cut to
geometric or irregular profiles. We can supply such
bespoke shapes and will be pleased to assist you in
realising your designs; our technical support staff
can also advise you on the most cost effective
solution.

Flooring by BURLINGTON
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Design
The potential of flooring
Stone, one of the most original and
natural building materials, has been
used to form and cover internal and
external floors for millennia. From the
first time man found and arranged slabs
to create a dry work place for himself,
stone has provided a functional flooring
material.
Since then, human skill has adapted the
material to many forms; rough slabs
hewn from local quarries have been
used for domestic flooring to give a
practical, hardwearing surface; in formal
settings stone has been used to impart
order and richness to the decorative
scheme, whilst the rectangular pavior
still forms a familiar feature of
courtyards and streetscapes.
The decorative potential of stone
flooring was realised from the earliest

Top:

Architect: Kallmann McKinnell & Wood Inc
Product:
Honed Broughton Moor

times as can be seen from GraecoRoman mosaics. Today’s designers are

OPCW, The Hague, Holland

Left:

Public Records Office, London, UK

Designer: Anne Smyth
Product:
Honed & riven Elterwater, Kirkby,
Broughton Moor and Bursting Stone
with gritblasted details

able to introduce inlays and panels of
different materials to produce an
infinite range of decorative motifs.
Bottom:

American Stores, Salt Lake City, Utah, USA

Architect: HKS, Dallas
Product:
Water jet Elterwater
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Recent years have seen a
resurgence of interest in natural
materials, not surprisingly stone combining natural beauty and
durability - is at the forefront.
Whether in corporate and public
buildings - where the strength and
durability of the material are manifest
- or in the intimacy of the home,
where it becomes a part of daily life,
a well-composed floor of Burlington
Stone is an enduring statement of
quality.
Top:

Theo Fennell PLC, London, UK

Architect: Gebler Tooth Architects
Product: Honed Kirkby
Inset:

Central Library, Los Angeles, USA

Architect: Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Associates
Product: Honed & flamed Elterwater
Middle: International Finance Corporation, USA

Architect: Michael Graves Architect
Product: Honed Bursting Stone & Elterwater
Middle: Stamford Court, Connecticut, USA

Architect: Skidmore Owings and Merrill
Product: Honed Elterwater & Kirkby
Right:

Residence in London, UK

Product:
Left:

Honed Bursting Stone

Hyatt Carlton Tower Hotel, London, UK

Architect: Colwyn Foulkes and Partners
Product: Honed & water jet Broughton Moor

Flooring by BURLINGTON
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Design
Designing floors in natural
stone
Decorative and attractive flooring
schemes can be composed using very
simple combinations of elements;
numerous patterns being produced
from just one standard size and shape.
A square tile can be laid in a grid
pattern or as running bond: rectangular

modified
basket weave

tiles will produce grids or running bond
as well as basket weave and herring
bone patterns. Units of fixed width but
random length can be used to work a
traditional variation upon running bond.
When a second format is introduced to
the design the range of patterns is
greatly increased: two squares of
different sizes give lattice work;
alternating bands of square and

two
part lattice

rectangular tiles form a further variant
of running bond.
Stock flooring units
Metric (mm)

Imperial (inches)

200 x 200 x 12

8 x 8 x 0.5

300 x 300 x 12

12 x 12 x 0.5

300 x 600 x 12

12 x 24 x 0.5

400 x 200 x 12

16 x 8 x 0.5

400 x 400 x 12

16 x 16 x 0.5

400 x 800 x 12

16 x 32 x 0.5

three
part lattice

Flooring units: maximum dimensions
Metric
(mm)

Imperial
(inches)

Production
maximum

2000 x 1000
x 32

78 x 39
x 1.25

Volume
production

1000 x 400
x 12 - 50

39 x 16
x 0.5 - 2

Sizes quoted are co-ordinating sizes.
When ordering, the selected joint
width (see page 10) must be
subtracted from the co-ordinating sizes
to obtain the actual size of each unit.
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random
running bond

More complex designs can be
created by using different finishes of
the same stone or by employing two
different stones in combination.
Decorative bands or feature tiles can
be used to set off the main stone, or
basket
weave
with inserts

a pattern can be formed by combining
contrasting stones. The natural
markings enhance any design with
subtle variations of tone and texture.
Other types of stone or tiles can be
added to a flooring design to give
greater contrast: limestone, for
example, broadens the palette of
tones and emphasises the character
of the Burlington stone. Materials
such as steel, brass or hardwood,

lattice with
limestone bands

used in bands or as edging to
complement the stone, increase the
range of effects. Even the grout
between the flooring units has
decorative potential, it can match or
contrast with the tones of the stone.
Taken together, those variations yield
a near infinite variety of attractive
flooring designs.

grid with
mixed tones

There will, of course, be many
occasions when bespoke units are
required for designs which combine
geometric and irregular shapes in
unique decorative floors of great
beauty. Burlington will be happy to
advise on the design, production and
installation of such units.

Flooring by BURLINGTON
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Design
Durability

Safety

Flooring and paving must be sufficiently durable to

Flooring and paving must provide a firm footing for

withstand anticipated loading and traffic. In areas of

pedestrians under all anticipated conditions.

light loading or normal pedestrian traffic, paving

We do not recommend the use of a honed finish

stone should have an abrasive hardness (Ha) of 8

externally or in locations where the surface may

(measured to ASTM C241); where heavy loading or

become wet, such as the first few paces at the

high density pedestrian traffic is anticipated,

entrance to a building.

abrasive hardness values of 12 or greater are

The slip resistance of stair treads, and particularly

required. All Burlington stones have hardness

the nosings, can be further improved by the use of

values in excess of 13, making them suitable for

non-slip inserts, gritblasted strips or grooves.

the most demanding

Legislation and building regulations may require

conditions.

special surface
finishes at
approaches and
entrances to
ensure safe
access for
people with
impaired vision.

Top left The Westlakes Innovation Centre, Cumbria, UK

Architect:
Product:
Right:

Nordstrom Store, White Plains, New York, USA

Architect:
Product:
Left:

Eric Parry Architects & Day Cummings
Honed & water jet Broughton Moor

Callison Architecture
Honed Broughton Moor

Royal National Theatre, London, UK

Architect:
Product:

Stanton Williams
Sanded Kirkby

Slip resistance values for Burlington stone
Pendulum value for type ‘Four S’ rubber slider
Brandy Crag
Dry
Wet

Finish

Broughton Moor
Dry
Wet

Bursting Stone
Dry
Wet

Elterwater
Dry
Wet

Kirkby Blue Grey
Dry
Wet

Riven

unsealed
sealed

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

64
63

52
52

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

65
65

55
52

66
64

63
54

Flamed

unsealed
sealed

64
60

57
53

64
63

58
57

67
65

63
60

66
63

60
57

65
62

56
53

Gritblasted

unsealed
sealed

63
63

59
59

64
61

59
55

61
61

58
55

64
64

60
60

65
61

60
56

Sanded

unsealed
sealed

63
62

59
54

66
66

59
52

64
63

59
54

64
61

59
53

66
62

60
55

Water jet

unsealed
sealed

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

67
65

63
53

67
62

59
56

67
64

65
59

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

Honed

unsealed
sealed

62
51

34
28

61
49

36
21

53
49

15
15

57
54

27
26

60
60

42
32

Test results indicate all finishes are suitable for use on floors in dry conditions
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Test carried out by
Sandberg Ltd. in
accordance with UK
Slip Resistance Group
Guidelines Issue 2
June 2000. Type Four
S ‘Simulated Standard
Shoe Sole’ developed
by RAPRA Technology
Ltd. for use in testing
pedestrian slip
resistance.
Sealer used:
RR Stone seal
Potential
for slip
high
moderate
low
extremely
low

Pendulum
value
≤ 25
25 - 35
35 - 65
> 65

Bases

Beds

The floor structure and base must support the

Stone by Burlington may be laid on adhesive or a

flooring and intended dead and traffic loads without

mortar bed.

flexing. The base must be true to plane, laid to the
correct levels and free from contamination.

Mortar beds
Mortar beds may be either bonded to the base, or

Uneven concrete bases may be levelled with a

unbonded to allow differential movement between

cement:sand screed bonded to the concrete or

the base and the bed. A bonded bed may be

with a reinforced screed laid on a separating layer

produced with a 1:3 or 1:4 cement:sand mortar,

(isolating membrane) to allow differential

15mm - 25mm (0.6" - 1") thick, laid on the prepared

movement.

surface of the concrete or screed.

Timber floors should be designed to carry the dead

An unbonded bed may be formed with a semi-dry

load of the stone and to provide a firm base.

1:3 cement:sand mortar laid in thicknesses between

Both new and existing floors should be

25mm and 70mm (1" - 2.8"): if falls are to be formed,

strengthened with noggins between joists at

bed thicknesses of 100mm (4") are permissible.

300mm (12") centres.

When the floor is subject to deflection, a separating
layer (isolating membrane) such as 500 gauge

Existing floors may be further stiffened by fitting

(0.125mm) polyethylene sheet should be specified

15mm (0.63") exterior grade plywood, or 12mm
(0.5") of plywood and a tile backer board set at right
angles to one another. A damp proof membrane

between the base and the mortar bed. The bed
should be at least 40mm (1.6") thick with steel
reinforcing mesh laid mid-bed.

and/or increased ventilation may be required to
avoid damage to the floor from moisture build up

Adhesive beds

resulting from the addition of an impervious floor

Thin bed adhesives (3mm or less final bed thickness)

layer.

follow the lie of the floor: they cannot regulate the
level of the finished surface. Thick bed adhesives

Existing hard surfaces, such as ceramic tiles or
terrazzo, will form a suitable base provided they are
clean and firmly adhered.

(3mm to 6mm final bed thickness) permit greater
latitude in the level of the finished surface as
depressions up to 12mm in depth may be filled with
adhesive.

Burlington stone

When selecting an adhesive, refer to the

bed

manufacturer’s information to ensure its suitability.
Manufacturers include, Mapei, Ardex, BAL,

concrete
floor

Permabond Europe and Nicobond in the UK and
Europe: Laticrete, Mapei, TEC and Hydroment in the
USA.
tile backer board

separating layer
(isolating membrane)
– if required
levelling screed

Mortar bed on concrete floor

12mm (0.5") exterior
grade plywood

Burlington stone
adhesive

existing floor
boards
floor joist

Thin adhesive bed on existing timber floor

cross-noggins @ max.
300mm (12") centres

Flooring by BURLINGTON
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Design
Provision for movement

The sealant in flexible joints must have the correct

Bases and flooring undergo dimensional changes as

elastic and plastic characteristics for the joint and

a result of settlement, loading, and changes in

be able to withstand the effects of traffic,

temperature and humidity. Dimensional changes in

contamination and cleaning. The backing material

one element may not be matched in the other

which supports the sealant and maintains the

giving rise to differential movement between the

correct depth of sealant in the joint must be

floor finish and the base. Unrelieved differential

compatible with the sealant. A bond-breaker will

movement is likely to result in distortion and/or

prevent the backing material from restricting the

damage to the flooring.

movement of the sealant.

The risk of damage can be eliminated by

Joints

introducing flexible joints:

Joints between smooth finish flooring units should

• at structural movement joints in the base;

be narrow (2mm - 3mm, 0.06" - 0.19") and
completely filled with neat cement or grout.

• over supporting walls and beams;

Units with riven/cleft finish require broader joints

• at floor perimeters;

(6mm, 0.25"), grouted with cement:sand mortar
(1:3). Alternatively proprietary grouts may

• to divide large areas of flooring into bays;

be specified.

• where high local temperature variations will

Finishes

occur (e.g. around heating plant).

Application of an approved surface sealer may
Movement joints in the base must always be

protect the finish of the floor from wear and ease

reflected in the finish. Movement joints in the

cleaning and maintenance. However, the use of

flooring must extend through both the finish and

sealers is not essential to the stone’s application

the bed and be filled with backing material and

and may change the appearance of the stone.

sealant. Where heavy traffic is anticipated, joints
should have metal or rigid plastic reinforcements at

Burlington stone

their edges: pre-fabricated joints are available.

sealant

The size of the joint will depend upon its type,

bond breaker
tape

the degree of movement anticipated and the
characteristics of the sealant.

Burlington stone

grouting

backing
material

sealant

adhesive bed

screed

levelling bed

mortar bed
retaining angle

Flexible joint over structural movement joint
separating layer
(isolating membrane)

backing material

concrete floor

Flexible joint in bed
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Stairs
Burlington stone can be used as fully supported
treads and risers on concrete or steel-framed stairs
or supported by stringers to form structural treads.
Fully supported treads are 20mm - 30mm (0.75" 1.25") thick, with risers at least 12mm (0.5") thick.
The advice of a structural engineer should be
sought when designing self-supporting structural
treads. BS 5395: ‘Stairs, ladders and walkways’
contains advice on the design of stairs.

Top:

The Lighthouse, Glasgow, UK

Architect: Page and Park, Glasgow
Product: Honed Brandy Crag
Inset:

Treads and risers are installed in much the same
way as other flooring units, although the use of an

Riven Kirkby & honed Elterwater

Middle: Kelston Park, Bath, UK

Architect: David Brain Partnership
Product: Honed & riven Kirkby

adhesive bed rather than a mortar bed is
recommended: risers may require

Burlington Head Office, Cumbria, UK

Product:

Left:

Finanzzentrum, Erfurt, Germany

Architect: Schweger + Partner, Hamburg
Product: Honed Elterwater

additional restraint.
riser with wire
restraints (optional)

Bottom: Americredit, Arlington, TX, USA

Architect: Carter and Burgess, Forth Worth, TX
Product: Flamed Kirkby
Photograph: Wes Thompson Photography

tread with non-slip
insert

adhesive
bed
finished floor
level

Adhesive bed on concrete stairs
Flooring by BURLINGTON
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Design
External paving
The design constraints for external paving
are similar to those for internal flooring, but
with the additional requirement to ensure
adequate drainage falls. A slope of 1:60
formed in the base is usually sufficient.
Refer to BS EN 12056-3:2000 ‘ Gravity
drainage systems inside buildings. Roof
drainage, layout and calculation’ for
guidance on surface water drainage.
Paviors, which should be at least 25mm (1")
thick, may be laid on a 50mm (2") thick
mortar bed on a concrete base, with joints
pointed with mortar or sealed. Alternatively,
paviors may be laid in a well-tamped level
bedding course of sand or limestone
screenings, with sand tamped tightly into
the joints.

Top right: Glaxo Research Laboratories, Stevenage, UK

Architect: Sheppard Robson
Product:
Flamed Elterwater
Top left:

Stag Place Piazza, London, UK

Architect: Renton Howard Wood Levin Partnership
Product:
Honed Broughton Moor
Above:

Finanzzentrum, Erfurt, Germany

Architect: Schweger + Partner, Hamburg
Product:
Flamed Elterwater
Bottom:

IBM Headquarters, Tokyo, Japan

Architect: Yoshio Taniguchi and Associates
Landscape Architect: Peter Walker and Partners
Product:
Flamed Elterwater, Broughton Moor
& Kirkby
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Specification
Specification:
internal and external flooring

Handling and Storage
As Burlington stone is a dense, heavy material,
vehicular access should be provided to a storage

Flooring to:

(State location)

area close to the point of installation.

• Base:

..........................................

Care must be taken on site to prevent damage

• Bed:

..........................................

• Supplier:

BURLINGTON

with building paper or plastic sheeting.

• Stone:

*Elterwater

Health and Safety

*Brandy Crag

Burlington stone is an inert material and inherently

*Broughton Moor

safe if handled with due caution; safe lifting

*Bursting Stone

techniques should always be used. Wear protective

*Kirkby

clothing to avoid cuts from sharp edges. Wear eye

*water jet *honed *sanded

protection when machining, drilling or cutting.

*riven/cleft *gritblasted

Dust produced by dry machining contains silica

*flamed *textured

which can be a long-term health hazard if inhaled in

• Finish:

to the material; when not crated it should be
stacked on edge on timber bearers and protected

significant quantities for extended periods: use a

• Co-ordinating dimensions:
length:

..................................... mm

width:

..................................... mm

thickness:

..................................... mm

suitable dust mask.

Maintenance
Burlington stone is durable and when correctly
fixed requires very little maintenance.
For more information refer to BS 8221-1:2000

• Joints:
width

..................................... mm

grout:

..........................................

‘Code of practice for cleaning and surface repair of
buildings. Cleaning of natural stones, brick,
terracotta and concrete’.

• Flexible joints:
type

...........................................

width

..................................... mm

backing:

..........................................

sealant:

..........................................

* delete as appropriate

brochure designed by:
www.jpatl.com

J PA TL

Flooring by BURLINGTON
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Installation
Mortar bed
Lay a bed of 1:3 cement:sand mortar to nominal
thickness of 20mm - 25mm (0.75" - 1"). The area of
bed laid should not be such that the mortar dries
out before the stone has been laid.
Coat the back of the flooring unit with neat cement
slurry and lay it on the bed. Tap the unit down into
the bed to eliminate voids. Keep the face of the
stone, particularly riven finishes, free from mortar
or cement. If necessary sponge the face clean with
water.

Preparing the mortar bed

Cover with polyethylene sheets and leave to cure
for 3 - 4 days: do not allow any traffic on the
flooring during that time.

Adhesive bed
When using a proprietary resin-based adhesive bed,
follow the recommendations of the adhesive
manufacturer as to suitability of the bed, the mixing
procedure and method of use. Adhesive beds must
be compacted and the flooring units tapped down
to eliminate voids.

Joints
Grout all flooring units with a 1:1 mortar mix

Laying flooring units

ensuring the grout is tamped solid to the full
thickness of the slate. Wash surplus grout from the
surface of the stone before the grout has fully
cured. If using a proprietary grout follow the
manufacturer’s instructions.

Flexible joints
Joints must be brushed clean, packed with foamed
polyethylene strip to within 7mm - 8mm of the
surface then neatly pointed with mastic used in
accordance with manufacturer’s instructions.
Where pre-formed joints are employed they must
be installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s
instructions.

Finishes
Apply surface dressing (if specified) in accordance
with manufacturer’s instructions.
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Washing mortar from the floor surface

Prices and conditions of sale

Technical services

Stone by Burlington is sold subject to our standard

We are always happy to provide technical advice on

conditions of sale, a copy of which is available on

the specification of Burlington stone for new build or

request. We will gladly provide you with current

refurbishment projects. We offer in-depth project

details of availability and lead times and will be

consultation and a wide range of support services

happy to provide firm quotations for individual

including:

projects on the basis of drawings and/or Bills of
Quantities.

Ordering, supply, delivery

• a technical advice line:
call (01229) 889 665 in the UK
call (972) 985 9182 in the USA

Flooring stone is normally crated and palleted:

• estimating;

delivery in the UK is by our own road haulage

• computer-aided detailing;

vehicles: overseas deliveries will be by the most
efficient and cost effective means available.

Quality
Quality comes naturally with a material 400 million
years in the making and in converting that material
to modern building components Burlington operates
an ISO 9002 Quality Assurance System.
Whatever the nature of the project, Burlington has
the experience, the facilities and the expertise to

• copies of relevant test results;
• product samples;
• help and advice on meeting national
building regulations.
In addition, a range of printed technical support
material is available on request; it includes:

• Product data sheets for each of our 7 stones;

provide the guidance, technical advice and delivery

• Cladding by Burlington;

schedules essential to its success.

• Interiors by Burlington;

Notes

• Cills by Burlington;

Recommendations as to methods, use of materials

• Roofing by Burlington;

and construction details are based on the

• Roofing by Burlington

experience and knowledge of Burlington Slate
Limited and on British Standards, they are given in
good faith as a general guide to designers,

Design Guidance;

• Roofing by Burlington
Good Scottish Practice;

contractors and manufacturers.

• Natural Slate Ventilators by Burlington.
Our range of stone products is continually being
extended. If you do not find your exact requirement

• Baycliff Limestone by Burlington.

in this brochure please call our technical advice line.

• Burlington: from our landscape to yours.

We can probably supply a customised solution for
you.
The applications shown in this brochure should not
be treated as limits for the use of stone for flooring:
at Burlington we are pleased to assist in developing
innovative applications for our stone.

Web sites
For up to date news and information on the
worldwide use of Burlington stone and Burlington
slate, visit our web sites at
www.burlingtonstone.com
www.burlingtonslate.com

Flooring by BURLINGTON
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Project: American Stores, Salt Lake City, Utah
Architect: HKS, Dallas
Product: Water jet Elterwater

Burlington Slate Limited
Head Office
Cavendish House, Kirkby-in-Furness, Cumbria, LA17 7UN, UK
Telephone: 01229 889 661 • Fax: 01229 889 466
e-mail: flooring@burlingtonstone.co.uk
London Office
15 Queen Anne’s Gate, London SW1H 9BU, UK
Telephone: 020 7976 7676 • Fax: 020 7976 0033
Web Sites
www.burlingtonstone.com • www.burlingtonslate.com
www.the-fifth-element.com

Burlington Natstone Inc.
2701-C West 15th Street, #505, PLANO, TX 75075, USA
Telephone: (972) 985 9182 • Fax: (972) 612 0847
e-mail: BURSTONE@prodigy.net

